It is a pleasure to be here and to join ISKO Singapore this a6ernoon.
Right now it is 8.30am in Edinburgh, Scotland
I teach and do research in the Social InformaBcs Group in the School of CompuBng at
Edinburgh Napier University. Our group teaches a range of topics in informaBcs
including informaBon science, management of informaBon resources and knowledge
organizaBon. The Business InformaBon Technology MSc programme, covers
informaBon and knowledge organisaBon, including metadata.
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Metadata has been around a long Bme
Probably as long as we have been trying to organize and manage informaBon
resources
The ﬁrst lists of clay tablets in Mesopotamia are an early manifestaBon of metadata
Callimachus of Cyrene is credited with creaBng the ﬁrst formal catalogue of scrolls in
the great library of Alexandria more than 2,000 years ago
There are diﬀerent versions of the origin of the word ‘meta-data’ – one that I came
across was in a PhD thesis in the 1970s ‘An infological approach to data
bases’ (Sundgren, 1973)
A cousin asked me recently ‘So, what is metadata?’. Of course as an IT professional
he had come across the term, but like many, it did not convey anything speciﬁc. In
describing my understanding of the term I realised that it is pre_y pervasive in our
data-rich environment. Here are some examples of ways in which we come across
metadata in our daily life:
Embedded: Any database system, whether it is an internal ﬁnance system or an
online shopping website will be based on database technology. The data elements
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In my book, I idenBfy six purposes of metadata
It could just as well be 5 or 7 purposes
The point is that metadata has a number of disBnct uses and that by understanding
these uses we are be_er able to make decisions about what metadata standards are
appropriate
Taking an informaBon / content / RM approach
Describing – what resources are we handing? Are they records, documents, archival
materials, digital materials? What role do they have in the organizaBon – proof of
ownership, operaBonal data, procedural informaBon, customer informaBon,
commercial transacBons. The informaBon resource may itself have a monetary value
– so a record of its existence and a descripBon is vital
Retrieving – who is going to use the resource described? Who is allowed access?
What changes can they make? What criteria will they use to search for the item? Is
there a standard way of describing the item?
Managing – how long should a document be kept for? What security needs to be in
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Now over to you. Use the polling feature to answer the quesBons that will appear on
your screen
First of all I’m interested to know how many of you have the word ‘metadata’ in your
job Btle or job descripBon?
Secondly are you involved in the management of any of the following systems? You
can answer as many as you like
If none of the above, that’s OK too.
This is not an exhausBve list. There may well be other categories of informaBon
system that you manage – in which case you can share it via the ‘chat’ feature
Any quesBons about these categories? – we can go through them together
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In my work as an informaBon management consultant I have come across a variety of
problems – some of them will be familiar to you.
Many great metadata project are scuppered by people! I worked for one public
authority where they dictated that any new document created should be indexed by
the author. They quickly realised that doing so in an uncontrolled manner was not
working, so they brought me in to devise a controlled vocabulary – a thesaurus. I had
to explain that even with a well-maintained thesaurus it would be diﬃcult to
mandate its use, let alone police it. Eventually we came up with the idea of a search
thesaurus that would act as the interface between users and the free text in
documents on the system. This meant that searching for one word in a synonym ring
would bring up alternaBve search terms. It could be set to do this automaBcally, but
that introduces addiBonal problems. This took the burden of indexing oﬀ noninformaBon professionals.
This takes us to the next problem – that of maintaining standards. Change is
constant in any business area or area of government policy, so search tools such as
thesauri need to be maintained. This also applies to other classiﬁcaBon systems that
may be used with internal documents. I have unfortunately seen any number of
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So another poll [if there’s Bme]
I’ve idenBﬁed some common problems that I have come across in my work. If you
had to choose one current metadata issue, which do you think is the most important
one to address right now? What would make the greatest diﬀerence to your work?
If you think that your most important issue is not in this list, feel free to share your
issue via the chat feature
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Is we use pre-deﬁned categories or descripBons for resources we can obtain be_er
results. Standards such as Dublin Core allow a great deal of ﬂexibility in the choice of
vocabulary or taxonomy or encoding system
Consistency of descripBon and of indexing improves the user experience, saves Bme
and leads to be_er quality interacBon.
Accuracy important for retrieval and for processing informaBon. Need deﬁned
metadata standards to ensure that this works
Revealing pa_erns – large volumes of metadata can reveal fraud, trends, and can
help to explain. ParBcularly used in Social Media and by search engine providers.
Latent metadata is a potenBally rich source of insights
InformaBon security – prevenBng problems, detecBng problems, and restoring
systems
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